Big Brother
programme

Nijmegen 3
Anton, Karim, Gunnhildur, Yingzhen, Amit, Vaidas
Why not stop at videos?
Rules
Rules
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Rules

1) 5 ECTS
2) 1 meeting / month
3) 5 students / brother
4) 10 goals / year
Eligibility

1. Has to have at least achieved 4/5 goals.
2. Attended 80% of the meetings.
3. Did some contribution to citizens from his country staying in Delft.
4. Has to submit a plan.
Events
Olympics

Big brother
Country dinner

Big brother
Elections

Big brother
National Day

Big brother
How we did it?
What have we learned?

1) Difficulties in communication
2) Various ideas
3) Several roles
Satisfaction

1) Everyone were involved
2) Best idea
3) Task was accomplished